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About the organization

Women in Cities International (WICI) is a non-profit organization based in Montreal whose mandate is to create, distribute, and exchange information worldwide regarding issues relating to the security of women and girls, gender equality, and the role of women in cities.

Its main objectives are to:

- Promote and organize the sharing of expertise and training activities, the use of good practices, and international seminars and conferences;
- Develop an international exchange network on women’s participation in the development of cities and communities, and the inclusion of a gender-based approach to municipal planning and management;
- Promote local exchange of such topics within and between communities;
- Encourage exchange among diverse role-players (women’s groups, non-governmental organizations, cities and municipalities, researchers, the private sector, the media, international agencies, etc) by producing and disseminating cutting-edge materials in user-friendly formats; and
- Advise local and national governments as well as international organizations on gender issues and the importance of mainstreaming gender in the management of cities and communities.
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Current projects

“Creating Safer Communities for Marginalized Women and for Everyone”

The project “Creating Safer Communities for Marginalized Women and for Everyone” is funded by Status of Women Canada and aims to build partnerships between local women’s groups working with marginalised women and their municipalities by implementing safety approaches to create safer communities for marginalized women. The main activities are to:

- Develop and provide training on the development and implementation of safety audits (four women’s organisations located across Canada will participate and will each have a target group: Aboriginal women, elderly women, disabled women, immigrant women and visible minorities);

- Implement 3 safety audits in each of the four communities in Canada with the respective target group;

- Provide training on the implementation of safety approaches in partnership with municipalities and to improvements recommended by the women;

- Draft and disseminate a report on findings of the project, specifically on the experience and adaptation of safety approaches to the four different groups of women.

The local four women’s groups involved are:

- Action femmes handicapées (Montréal, Québec) - www.afhm.org
- Centre des aînés de Gatineau (Gatineau, Québec) - www.centredesainesdegatineau.qc.ca
- Women of the Dawn (Regina, Saskatchewan)
- Catholic Crosscultural Services (Peel, Ontario) - www.cathcrosscultural.org

The first phase of the project, which focuses on providing training on women’s safety audits, has commenced and will be completed by mid-May. Training materials were prepared and finalised in English and in French for all the participants.

Planning for the next WUF Participation

Women in Cities International has submitted a networking session proposal for the IV World Urban which will be held in Nanjing, China, 3-7 November 2008 around the theme Harmonious Urbanization: The Challenge of Balanced Territorial Development. Following on from several workshops organized by Women in Cities International at the third World Urban Forum, this event will
bring together government officials and community activists who are working together to improve community safety and prevent violence against women at the local level.

The key objectives from the networking session are as follows:

- Networking between local violence prevention initiatives from all five continents, including an enhanced understanding of ‘who is doing what where’.
- Outlining principles of best practice on organizing for women’s safety at the local level
- Developing a research and action agenda on gender, local governance and violence prevention for the next two years.

“Women’s Safety Audits: What Works and Where?”

Funded by UN-Habitat Safer Cities, Women in Cities International is undertaking a comparative evaluation study of women’s safety audits. The aims of the research would be to:

1. Identify what works in what contexts, and what are the challenges internationally in the use of women’s safety audits as a tool to prevent urban violence, and to empower and increase women’s involvement in governance.

2. Identify what kinds of concrete outcomes result from the use of safety audits, both in terms of design changes and in strengthening women’s involvement in local planning and governance.

Preliminary research has been compiled by Carolyn Whitzman, Caroline Andrew, and Margaret Shaw, including examples from Canada, Russia, Tanzania, the UK, and South Africa and will soon be published for the Security Journal special issue on women’s safety and security.

“International Base-Line Survey on Women’s Safety”

Women in Cities International (WICI) is working on the development of a international database and directory on women’s safety practices. WICI and UN-Habitat-LAC have been commissioned by the UN-Habitat Safer Cities Program and the Huairou Commission, to conduct a global assessment of the on-going work and successful practices organizations and institutions, both governmental and non-governmental, have developed. Preliminary results were shared at the International Conference on the State of Safety in World Cities 2007 in Monterrey, Mexico from October 1st - 5th, 2007, and a first draft of the report has been completed and is available for download from the WICI website.
IV Regional Competition on Women and Friendly Cities: Safer Cities for Women and Girls in Latin America and the Caribbean

Caroline Andrew represented WICI and acted as a jury member for the IV Regional Competition on Women and Friendly Cities: Safer Cities for Women and Girls in Latin America and the Caribbean. The awards ceremony for this competition was held in San José, Costa Rica on March 6, 2008 and hosted by the national UN Habitat Office. The awards ceremony simultaneously acted as an important networking session, bringing together women’s groups from the region and internationally to share experiences and build partnerships.

Studying and Learning from Women in Cities International

Fran Klodawsky is leading a three-year research study titled “Learning through difference: multi-scalar forms of feminist organizing”, funded through Canada’s Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council. Caroline Andrew and Janet Siltanen (Sociology, Carleton University) are the co-investigators. WICI is one of two feminist organizations that will be the focus of this research. Its purpose is to examine the potential for feminist community organizations to play a key role in engaging minority women in urban-based political activities, both in Canada and internationally. The other organization that we will study is City for All Women Initiative (CAWI), one of WICI’s member organizations. By minority women, we mean women who are regarded as ‘other’ due to various markers of identity such as income, class, ‘race’, sexual orientation, immigration status and/or ability, by privileged and powerful actors in mainstream organizations. Key elements of our research involve speaking with a range of women who have been involved with WICI, and also, listening to your reactions to our draft reports about the research. For more information about this initiative, please contact Fran Klodawsky at fran_klodawsky@carleton.ca.
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